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the true meaning of change is our ability to
pass from one moment to another unscared.
it’s a challenge we all face. stress and progress
both fuel us through the events of our time.
inner beauty and peace now become priceless
commodities. rebuild a new life. restore your
money, jobs and things that make you happy.
the retreat into self to address and deal with
the circumstances of your life during the season
of change can be a soulful journey. For the trip i
give you Pañpuri.
Panna means wisdom while Puri a palace,
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In 2009, it’s about making lasting impressions. we have products that give your
face and body that polished look and
make ‘em remember you every time.

pañpuri soul
Temple oil
burner gift
box I $130
(oil set $120).

and a holy site of pilgrimage. in some eastern
languages, Puri also has the connotation of
untying what has been tied and making the
unknown known, suggesting solution. Pañpuri
represents a place where we awaken to be in
perfect balance and harmony between our
inner and outer selves and our environment.
use this product to scrub away the outer shell

body
polish I $66.
experience
all that pañ–
puri has to
offer at www.
panpuri.com

as you work on peeling away your inner self.
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